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We investigate the possibilities for decomposing the vector space [GF(2)]” 
into a set of 2T-d (necessarily disjoint) d dimensional ffine subspaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We seek to study decompositions of the vector space V’(=GF(2)3 
into disjoint d dimensional affine spaces: 
2-f-l 
V’ = u Aid, 
i=O (1) 
Aid n Aid = 0 i #j, 
where for each i, Aid is a coset of some subgroup of dimension d, 
Aid = ki + Via for some subgroup Vid C VT. 
Henceforth we will consider only such disjoint decompositions by afine 
spaces of the same dimension. 
It is natural to call two such decompositions of Vr {Aid}, and (Bjd}, 
equivalent if there exists an affine linear transformation T(X) = L(x) + u 
where L is an automorphism of Vr and {T(Add) = Bid}. We accordingly 
seek a classification into equivalence classes of decompositions. We fall 
far short of this goal but achieve some amusing results. 
2. NOTATION 
The affine spaces of a disjoint decomposition will usually be denoted 
Aid, i = O,..., 2r-d - 1. A,d will be that one of the atfine spaces which 
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contains 0 (and so is a vector space). We frequently use the word cover 
as a synonym for disjoint decomposition as defined by (1). If Ad is an 
affine space defined by Ad = k + Wd, we speak of its associated vector 
space *Ad = (x E a + Ad} = Wd where a is any member of Ad. We call 
*Ad the direction subspace of Ad. 1 1 applied to an atfine space will denote 
its dimension, 1 Ad I = d. For convenience we write ] pr ) = - 1. If 
u E Vc, w  E V” then we denote by (u, w) the vector in V’ x V8 whose 
images under projection onto V and V8 are v and w. 
We call two (nonidentical) d dimensional affine spaces Aid, Bjd parallel 
if they are cosets of the same d dimensional vector space. If all the affme 
subspaces in a cover are parallel to each other, we call the cover trivial. 
3. NONPARALLEL ~-DIMENSIONAL COVERS 
A trivial disjoint decomposition of Y’ into d dimensional affine spaces 
is obtained by selecting a 0 < d < r dimensional subspace and all its 
cosets. Obviously any two such decompositions are equivalent. We note 
the only decomposition of V2 into l-dimensional spaces, V2 = A,,l u Al1 
has two parallel afline spaces and similarly there are only trivial decom- 
positions of VT into codimension 1 affine spaces A;-l. 
It is not completely obvious that there exist disjoint decompositions 
Vr = uf&-’ Aid such that no pair of the Aid are parallel. This will follow 
from Theorem 1 for all r and all d < r - 2. 
DEFINITION. Two covers of V’, {Aid} and (B;-d}, will be said to be 
mated if for each i = 0 ,..., 2r-d - 1,j = 0 ,..., 2d - 1, 1 Aid n Bced I = 0. 
A given disjoint decomposition V’ = u Aid need not have a mate as 
we will see by example below. We begin, however, by seeking covers 
{A:} of V which have mates (B;-l} and which are such that no pair of 
the (Ail} are parallel. 
THEOREM 1. For each r 3 3, there exist covers {A$} of Vr which have 
mates B,‘-l and are such that no pair of the Ai1 are parallel. 
Proof. Suppose the theorem to be true. Since we require covers {Ail} 
which have mates {Bjl-l} the vector space Bg-’ (and also its coset 
B{-’ = b + B;-l where b 4 Bg’-I) contains exactly one point from each 
set Ail, i = O,..., 2+l - 1. Also, each affine space A$ = {Q, , ail}, 
(where a,,,, is chosen to be the 0 vector), is a translate of its direction sub- 
space *Ai1 = (0, LL~~ + ail}. The requirement that all the Ai1 be non- 
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parallel is equivalent to requiring that all the nonzero vectors bi = agO + ai1 
be distinct. Each affine space Ai1 is a translate by either ai,, or ail of the 
vector space *Ail. We may always choose that translate a,(=~ or 01~~) 
which is a member of B,T-l. Then Bi-l = {ai} so the ai are 2+-l distinct 
elements forming a vector space. Also B,‘-l = b + B,T-’ = (b + ai} 
consists of 2T-1 distinct elements and of course they are distinct from the 
(ai} since b $ B,‘-‘. Finally since each Ai1 contains a member of B;-’ and 
a member of B;-’ the sum of these two (=ai, + olil = bi) is in Bl-l. 
Since the bi are distinct and 2T-1 in number the set of bi is the 
same as the set B{-‘. Thus, bi = b + p(aJ for some permutation p of 
{aJ. Rearranging, 
bi + b = p(ui). (2) 
On the other hand Ai1 = {ai, ai + bi} and ai E Bg-l, so ui + bi E B;-‘, 
hence ui + bi = b + ~(a~) for some permutation u of {ai}. Rearranging, 
bi + b = a, + u(ai). (3) 
In resume the existence of a pair of mated covers (A;), (B;-‘} with all 
the Ai1 nonparallel implies the existence of two permutations p and u 
of the vectors ui of BLel which by (2) and (3), satisfy 
i = o,..., 2T-l - 1. (4) 
Now it is easy to see, following the arguments above, that given such a 
pair of permutations u and p of V” satisfying (4) we may determine a 
disjoint decomposition: 
P-1 
P+l = V1 x V” = ((6, ai)) = u Ai 
i=O 
where Ai1 = ((0, a,), (1, p(ui))} with mated decomposition Vn+l = 
Bon u B,” where Bon = ((0, q), i = 0 ,..., 2” - l}, B,” = {<l, p(uJ), 
i = o,..., 2” - I}. 
We have now placed the burden of proof of our theorem on finding a 
certain pair of permutations of V-l. 
The abstracted problem can be stated for finite groups. Which groups G 
admit a permutation u, such that the map g + g * u(g) is a permutation 
of G? We call such a permutation a transversal on G. We concern ourselves 
only with the relevant case G = GF(2)” in this paper. 
This transversal problem has no solution for n = 1. We exhibit solutions 
for n = 2 and n = 3. 
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V 44 P(V) = u + “X4 
<o, 0) (0, o> (0, o> 
<o, 1) <l,O) (1, 1) 
<L 0) <l,l> a l> 
a, l> <o, l> a, 0) 
V 
(0, 0, o> 
<o, 0, l> 
<o, 1, o> 
al, 1) 
<l, (40) 
<LO, 1) 
<I, 1, o> 
(1, 1, 1) 
“6) / 
(0, o> 0, 
<1,&O> 
<o, Cl> 
(l,O, l> 
<o, 1, 1) 
<L 1, l> 
<o, 1, o> 
<l, 1, o> 
l(V) = (Z + u)(v) 
co, (40) 
(1, 0, l> 
a 1, l> 
a, LO> 
a, 1, l> 
a, LO> 
<l,O,O> 
0% 021) 
Next we observe that a transversal u’, for Y” and a transversal u”, 
for V” yield a transversal for Vm+n by o((d, v”)) = (o’(v’), a”(~“)> where 
v’ E V”, v” E V” and v = (v’, v”) E Vm+n. Indeed u(v’, v”) = u(u’, u”) 
iff u’(v’) = cr’(u’) and a”(~“) = a”(~“) iff v’ = U’ and v” = u”. The same 
argument holds for u + 1 where I(v’, v”) = (I’(v’), I”(v”)) = (v’, v”). 
By taking such cross products of the two exhibited solutions for IZ = 2, 3 
it follows immediately that there exist transversals of Vn for all it > 2. 
This in turn implies the existence of decompositions VT = uA,l with 
nonparallel Ai1 which have mates {ET-l) for all r 3 3. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
4. TRANSVERSALS 
PROPOSITION 1. If T and T + I are nonsingular linear transformations 
on V”, then T is a transversal on Vn. 
ProoJ T. a transversal if and only if T and T + Z are permutations. 
But T and T + I are nonsingular and therefore permutations. 
Nonsingular linear transformations on Vn without nonzero fixed points 
may be generated by considering V” as a Galois field of order 2” and multi- 
plying by any of the 2” - 2 field elements #O or 1. Transversals generated 
in this way will play a key role in the proof of Theorem 2. 
All transversals on V” are not obtained from linear transformations as 
the following counter-example constructed by W. Mills shows. 
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On V4 define a permutation u as follows a(O) = 0 and u has five 3 cycles 
all of the form (0, w, v + w): 
By construction u(v) + u = U”(U) is obviously also a permutation. Finally, 
u is not a linear transformation since ~(1000) + ~(0010) = (0100) + 
(0001) = (0101) # u((1000) + (0010)) = u(1010) = (1111). 
We close this section with an example of a cover V4 = ub, Ai1 by 
nonparallel affine spaces which has no mated decomposition. 
Ai’ 
{<oooo>, <OlW} 
Koool>, <@Jll>l 
I<OllO>, <Olll>l 
{<@x0), <llOl>} 
i<OlOl>, <lool>> 
{<lllO>, <lOlW 
{<1111>, <1ooox 
{<lloco, <lOlO>~ 
bi = ajo + cxjl 
<OlW 
<oolO> 
<oool> 
<llll) 
<llW 
<OlOl> 
(0111) 
<Ol lO> 
The bi do not form an affine space since, for example, b, + bl + b4 = 
(0100) + (0010) + (1100) = (1010) #{bi}. Hence as shown in the 
proof of Theorem 1 there is no cover {Bo3, BIS} mated to the Ai. 
5. INDECOMP~~ABLE CI-DIMENSIONAL COVERS 
Given a l-dimensional cover V’ = U&-l Ai1 we may form an s + 1 
dimensional cover of Vr+a by taking a cross product with (0, l}? Vr+S = 
(Jf&l-l Bi’* where Bjia = Ai1 x (0, 11”. If the Ai1 are nonparallel, then 
the I?:+’ will also be nonparallel (and conversely), since the direction space 
*Bt+’ is the cross product of (0, 1)” with the direction space *Ail. Thus 
from Theorem 1 it follows that for all r and d < r - 2 there exist covers 
of VT by d dimensional nonparallel afine spaces. 
More generally, if 
f-d-1 g-~-l 
Vr = i Aid and Vb = ,g he, 
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we may construct a cover of 
*‘-d-l 9-“-l 
J/7+8. I/r+5 = it U (Aid, Bje)* 
GO 
Here (Aid, Bj”) = ((a, b): a E Aid, b E Bje} is an affine subspace of 
dimension d + e. The direction space of (Aid, B,“) is (*Aid, *Bj’). These 
will be distinct iff none of the *Atd are identical and none of the *Bje are 
identical. Thus, e.g., covers by nonparallel 2-dimensional affine spaces 
of Vr+s may be obtained from two l-dimensional nonparallel 
covers of V7 and of P. The construction of this paragraph reduces to that 
of the preceding paragraph in the special case when Vs is considered as 
a union of the single affine space Vs. 
All the above covers of Vr by nonparallel d > 1 dimensional affine 
spaces were constructed from basic l-dimensional affine covers by cross 
product operations. In Theorem 2 we will demonstrate the existence of 
covers of V by nonparallel affine spaces which cannot be factored into 
cross products. 
First we find it useful to define a totally skew cover Vr = ui Aid as a 
cover with the property that d > 0 and 1 *Ajd n *Akd I = 0 if j # k. 
THEOREM 2. For all d < (r - 1)/2 there exists a totally skew cover 
V7 = u Aid with a mate, in particular u Aid is not a cross product. 
LEMMA 1. If a covering of VP = Ui Aid, d < r, is totally skew it is not 
a nontrivial cross product. 
Proof. Suppose lJi Aid is a cross product. Then 
u Aid = u u (be, elf) 
i k 1 
where V” = UI, Bke, VT4 = lJ1 C,f. Since d > 0 either e > 0, or f > 0. 
Suppose e > 0, f < r - m. Then the direction spaces of (Bee, C,,f> and 
(Bee, Cf) are (BOB, Cof) and (Bee, *C’J) and I(BOe, Cof) n (B,“, *C&l > 
e > 0 and U Aid is not totally skew. If f = r - m and e = 0 then since 
d > 0, f > 0 hence I(Boe, Co3 n (*Ble, Cof)l = f > 0, (assuming m > 0 
because the product is nontrivial). Hence in this case, the cover is also not 
totally skew. Since UI, Bke and U1 Cf play a symmetric role the cover 
Ui Aid cannot be totally skew if it is a non-trivial product. 
For the construction of the totally skew cover of the theorem, we 
generalize the procedure of Theorem 1. We choose first a trivial r - d 
dimensional cover of V’. I.e., let B+-d be an r - d dimensional subspace 
of VT. 
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We may write VT as a union of cosets of Br--d, 
V’ = ,y _ ,...*d} (BI-a + I& 
where x1 ,..., xd are linearly independent modulo Br-d. The union is over 
all 2d subsets of {l,..., a} so the 2d cosets B+-” + Ctss xi obtained form 
a cover of Vr by affine spaces of dimension r - d parallel to Br-d. 
We next choose d permutations on Br-d, crl ,..., (Td all fixing 0. Let 
0 = 00 , VI )a*., Vi )*a.) v~,-~-~ denote the 2r-d vectors of BT-d. We define 
the Aid in the u~~~‘-l Aid as follows; each vector in Aid will correspond to 
a subset of (1, 2 ,..., d}. 
(The sum over the empty set is taken to be 0 E VT.) Since the x, are linearly 
independent modulo BT-d each Aid contains 2d distinct vectors, one for 
each subset S of {l,..., d}, and these 2d elements are in 2d distinct cosets 
of B7-d. 
There are several things to check, (which will require further specification 
of the permutations (TJ, in order to demonstrate that the Aid form a 
cover of VT with the properties stated in Theorem 2. 
We begin by showing that each Aid is an affine space. Consider the set 
Vi = Aid $ Vi = 
SC{!?. ..dJ k bn(v3 + xnll ’ 
(5) 
Since vi E Aid showing that Aid is an affine space is equivalent to showing 
that Vi is a vector space. However the sum of any two members of V8 
is a member of Vi since 
JCs [“n(vi> + xnl + mz, [Um(vi) + &] = C b&i> + %I. 
Po(sus’-sns’) 
Thus Aid is an affine subspace and Vi = *Ai”. 
Having shown that the Aid are d dimensional affine spaces we next 
wish to insure that they are all disjoint. If x E Aid n Aid, then x has two 
representations x = CnEs[U,(Vi) + x,] + vi = CrnPSt [a,(?+) + x,] + vj . 
But as the x’s are independent modulo Br-d, S = S’. Hence to insure 
Aid n Ajd = m it is necessary and sufficient to require v$ + Cries a,,(~~) 
and vi + CnoS a,(~+) are distinct or what is the same thing the map 
v--+ v + c 44, nss 
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is for each S a permutation on Br-d. Once this is done we will have verified 
that Ui Aid is a cover with mate the trivial cover lJj BIPd of cosets of Br-d. 
For this purpose we show that for I - d - 1 3 d it is possible to choose 
u1 ,..., ud so that for each S C {l,..., d> with card(S) > 1, v --+ CnES o,(v) 
is a transversal on Br-d. Regard B7-d as the Galois$eld with 27-d elements. 
B7-d then has a free basis 1, e, ,..., eredel over GF(2) where 1 is the multi- 
plicative unit. For d < r - d - 1, we define d permutations oj of B7-d 
by aj(v) = ejv, (i.e., multiplication by ej in the Galois field), j = l,..., d. 
These all leave 0 fixed of course. Also any sum of those transformations 
u -+ C uj(r) = (c ej)v is multiplication by an element of the Galois field 
in the span of e, ,..., ed and hence in particular #O, 1. Now multiplication 
by a nonzero element e of the Galois field induces a permutation of the 
elements of the Galois field, and when e # 1, e + 1 # 0, so v + (e + 1) v 
is also a permutation; i.e., v + ev is a transversal of the additive group of 
the field. 
Thus we have shown that Vr = Uf&d-’ Aid is a cover of V’ by d dimen- 
sional affine spaces mated to the trivial r - d dimensional cover by BTFd 
and its cosets. Moreover from (5), the independence of the xn and the 
fact that for each S the map Vi --f CnES [a,(vi)] is a transversal we see 
that the direction spaces *Aid are all disjoint save for the 0 vector. Thus 
lJi Aid is a totally skew cover. 
In particular it follows that the *Aid are distinct so that no two affine 
spaces Aid are parallel. Moreover by Lemma 1 we conclude that the cover 
VT = u Aid obtained is not equivalent to a non-trivail cross product. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
As an illustrative example, Theorem 2 yields nonparallel, non-cross 
product covers by 2-dimensional affine spaces of V5 but not of V4. In 
V4-2 = V2, there are only two transversals, u and its inverse u-l and 
(T + u-l = I so the proof of Theorem 2 breaks down. This must be the 
case since we will see in Theorem 4 that all covers of V4 by 2-dimensional 
spaces are cross products. 
6. INEQUIVALENCE OF PRODUCTS OF COVERS 
PROPOSITION 2. (a) Let 
{Ail, i = 0 ,..., 2”-l - l}, {B;, j = 0 ,..., 2r-m-1 - l}, 
{C,l, k = 0 ,..., 2+l - l}, {D,1, I = 0 ,..., 2+-“-l - l} 
be nonparallel covers of P, VT-” V” VT-“, respectively. If m # n or 
r - n, then the two 2-dimension:1 iovers of VT {Ail} x {B,l} and 
(C,‘} X {Dll} are inequiualent. 
582a/18/1-7 
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(b) Let {Aid, i = 0 ,..., 2m-d - l}, {ByPd,j = 0 ,..., 2T-m-p+d - l}, 
{Cke, k = O,..., 2”-” - l}, {Of-“, I = 0 )...) 2r--n--pfe - l} be d, p - d, e, 
p - e dimensional covers, respectively, of V”, Vrem, Vn, Vr-n constructed 
as in Theorem 2. If m - d # n - e or r - p - (n - e), the two p dimen- 
sional covers of VT, {Ai’ x BTed> and {C,” x Of-“} are inequivalent. 
Proof (a) Note that (*Ail, *Bjl) and (*Ckl, *D,l) are the direction 
spaces of (Ail, Bjl), (Ckl, D,l) in the two covers. A vector space 
<*Ail, *Bjl) contains four vectors (0, 0), (0, b,), (ai , 0), (ai , bj). Each 
vector (0, bj) is a member of all the 2+l vector spaces (*Ail, *Bjl), 
i = O,..., 2”-l - 1 and no others, and each (ai, 0) is a member of all the 
2++l vector spaces (*A>, *Bil), j = O,..., 2+-l - 1 and no others. 
On the other hand, each vector (0, dJ appears in 2+l vector spaces 
(*Ckl, *Dll), k = O,..., 2n-1 - 1 and each vector (ck , 0) appears in 
2’-“-l vector spaces (*Ckl, *D,‘), 1 = O,..., 2T-n-1 - 1. Since for m # n 
or r - m the intersection properties of the associated vector spaces 
(*Ail, *Bj’>, il = 0 ,..., 2”-l - 1, j = 0 ,..., 27-m-1 - 1 and (*C,l, *Dl’), 
k = O,..., 2n-1 - 1 k = 0 ,..., 2’-“-l - 1 are different, the two covers 
{Ai) x {Bj} and {Ci] x {DJ are inequivalent. 
(b) The proof of (b) is similar to (a). The covers {Ai”] of Vs 
constructed in Theorem 2 are totally skew. Thus if 0 # ai E *Aid and 
0 # bj E *Bfpd, then (ai, bj) E (*Aid, *BjPmd> and 6 (*A:, , *B;?) for 
i’ # i or j’ # j; while if 0 # ai E *Aid, then (ai , 0) E (*Aid, *Bjp-“> for 
j = O,..., 2T--nL--Y+d - 1 but for no i’ # i. Similarly (0, bj) E (*Aid, *ByFd) 
for exactly 2”-d vector spaces. If m - d # n - e or r - p - (n - e) 
the intersection properties of the direction spaces of the two p dimensional 
covers of I/‘, {Aid} x {B,pAd} and {C,“> x {Dpee} are different and thus 
the covers are inequivalent. 
7. COVERS OF FIXED CODIMENSION ARE EVENTUALLY CROSS PRODUCTS 
Theorem 3 is in a direction opposite to Theorem 2. While we cannot 
prove that every d dimensional cover of V’ arises as a cross product, 
(by Theorem 2), we can show that for d fixed all covers of V’ by co- 
dimension d affine spaces are cross products for r sufficiently large. 
THEOREM 3. If r > 2d(d - 1) + 1 then every cover of V’ by afine 
spaces of dimension r - d is a cross product. 
ProoJ We first prove two elementary lemmas. 
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LEMMA 2. Let U and W be vector spaces in V7; there exist coset represen- 
tatives u,, and w,, such that (U + u,,) n ( W + w,J o iff U + W # Vr. 
Proof. (U+u,)n(W+w,)=% iff VuEU, VwEW, u+u,# 
w+w,iffVu~U,Vw~W,~+w#u,,+w,,iff~,,+w,,$U+ W,hence 
if(UEqJn(W+w,)= m, U+ Wf V’.ConverselyifU+ Wf V’ 
selecting u, E U + W, wO q! U + W insures uO + wO $ U + W, so 
(u+u,)n(W+w,)= %. 
LEMMA 3. If Ui Aid covers V” and [ ni *Aid 1 = r > 0 then vi Aid is 
a cross product. One factor of the product is the cover of V’ by itself. 
Proof. Let ni *Aid = WT. Let X”-’ be a complementary subspace to 
Wr so that V” = W’ + X”-‘. Each Aid is a union of 2d-r cosets of W’. 
Denote the afine space Aid n X”+ by Bf-r. (Notice that each coset of 
W’ contains exactly one point in X”-’ so card Bi-’ = 2d-7. Since the 
Aid are 2n-d in number, lJi Bq-’ = X”-c. Thus u Bf-’ is a cover of X”-‘, 
and clearly each Aid is the direct sum of Wr and B!-r. Thus lJi Aid is a 
cross product and one factor is the r-dimensional cover of W’. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We first show that when r > 2d(d - 1) + 1 and 
{Aipd) is any cover, then 
1’; *A:-” ( >r-[Zd(d-I)+11 >O. 
Indeed for all j = l,..., 2d - 2 by Lemma 2 1 *Aied + *A&;-,d / < r - 1 
so a fortiori 
Sinceforanyvectorspaces Uand WI U+ WI + 1 Un WI = 1 UI + 1 WI 
we see that 
1 z *Aimd / 2 1 (j *AIpd 1 + 1 *A;;,d I - (r - 1). 
a’=0 
Since 1 *ATpd I = r - d, for all i, we conclude by induction that 
1 5 *Aawd 1 2 (r - d) + (2d - l)[(r - d) - (r - l)] 
= r - [2d(d - 1) + 11. 
Thus if r > 2&(d - 1) + 1, we may conclude by Lemma 3 that lJi AIdd is 
a cross product with one trivial factor of dimension ni *Aid. 
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Theorem 2 says that we can find a d - 1 dimensional cover of Pa-l 
(hence, codimension d) by nonparallel spaces which is not a cross product. 
Theorem 3 says every cover of a space V’ by co-dimension d spaces is a 
cross product if r > 2d(d - 1) + 1. 
8. CLASSIFICATION OF CODIMENSION 2 COVERS 
For d = 2 the bound 2d(d - 1) + I = 5 in Theorem 3 can be replaced 
by 3 and in fact we can classify codimension 2 covers. It is convenient to 
base the proof of Theorem 4 on Lemma 4, which was given to us by 
A. Gleason and is an adaptation and shortening of our much lengthier 
argument. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose A, B, and C are three mutually disjoint afine 
subspaces of codimension 2 in V such that the corresponding direction spaces 
*A, *B, and *C are distinct. Then *A + *B + *C = V and *A A *B = 
*A n *C = *B n *C. 
Proof. Let W = “B + *C. Since *B and *C are different subspaces 
of codimension 2 and W # V by Lemma 2, W has codimension 1. Now 
B and C are each contained in a coset of W; they cannot be in the same 
coset, since disjoint subspaces of codimension 2 in an affine space of 
codimension 1 would have to be complementary and therefore have the 
same direction space. For the same reason A cannot be contained in either 
of the cosets of W. Hence *A g W. Therefore *A + W = V; i.e., 
*A + *B+ *C = V. 
Since *B + *C(= W) has codimension 1, and “B and +C have co- 
dimension 2, *B n *C has codimension 3. By symmetry, *A r\ *B and 
*A n *C have codimension 3 also. Since *A $ Wand codimension W = 1, 
codimension *A n W = 3. But *A n W 2 *A n *B and *A n W > 
*A n +C. Comparing dimensions, we see that *A n *B = *A n W = 
* A n *C. Again by symmetry, *A n *B = *B n *C. 
THEOREM 4. Every codimension 2 cover of VT = &A~-’ is a cross 
product uf=, Ai1 x (0, l}r-3. For r = 3 there exist exactly 3 inequivalent 
covers, 
(a) the trivial cover by four cosets of a l-dimensional vector space. 
(b) a cover by two pairs of parallel l-dimensional afJine spaces, e.g., 
A, = C@, 0, O>, (0, 0, I>>, Al = {<LO, O>, Cl,& 1)) 
A, = ((0, 1, O>, (1, 1, OX, A3 = ((0, 1, I>, (1, 1, I)), 
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(c) a cover by four nonparallel afine spaces e.g., 
Proof. If V’ = &,, A;-’ and two spaces AT-‘, AL-’ are parallel 
then Ai-’ u AL-2 is a union of two cosets of *ATe2 say. Hence 
Vr - (Aip2 u Aie2) = uwSlc AIp2 is also a union of two cosets of *ATe2. 
But a union of two cosets of any r - 2 dimensional subspace is an r - 1 
dimensional affine space Ar-l and any decomposition of an r - 1 
dimensional affine space into two affine spaces ATM2, i = O,..., 3, i # j, k 
necessarily has these two affine spaces parallel. If they are parallel to 
ATm2 and Af2, we have the trivial decomposition (as in case (a)). Other- 
wise we have two pairs of parallel spaces (as in case (b)). Both cases are 
clearly cross products for r 2 3. 
Assume now that V = uf=, Ai-2 where none of the AIe2 are parallel. 
By two applications of Lemma 4 *A, n *A, n *A, n *A, = *A, n *A, 
is of codimension 3. If r > 4, by Lemma 3, the cover is a cross product of 
a 1 dimensional cover of V3 with (0, l}r-3. 
Finally we classify 1 dimensional covers of V3. If v0 , vl , v2 , v3 are 
the nonzero members of *A,, , *A,, *A, and *A,, then since 
vo + v1 + 02 + v3 = 0 
by Lemma 5 below, either (a) the vi are all equal, (b) there are two pairs of 
different values or (c) the vi are distinct. (a) and (b) are obviously unique 
up to affine isomorphism. The uniqueness of the skew cover (c) follows 
from Lemma 4 since any three of v. , v1 , v2 must be a basis. Of the (1) = 35 
subsets of four nonzero vectors of V3 28 have a dependent triple and the 
other seven are the codimension 1 affine spaces not containing 0 which are 
obviously equivalent under affine transformations. 
LEMMA 5. Let r > 1. If VT = uEil-l Ai1 is a cover with direction 
spaces *A$ = (0, vi}, then CfL”,‘-’ vi = 0. 
Proof. V7 = Ui {a, , ai + vi}. Hence 
27-1-1 
O=,F;Tv== C [ai+(ai+vi>l=~vi. 
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9. Two QUESTIONS 
Let us call a collection of vector spaces Vid C V’ i = O,..., 2r-d - 1 a 
core if they are the direction spaces of a cover of Vr. A necessary and 
sufficient condition that (0, a,,}, (0, Q}, (0, uZ}, (0, v3} be a core for a non- 
parallel cover of V3 is the condition of Lemma 4, CL, vi = 0 (in addition 
to the vi being unequal and nonzero).l 
Question A: What additional conditions are required on the vi to 
guarantee that ((0, vi}) is a core of a nonparallel cover of V’? Question B: 
What are necessary and sufficient conditions on vector spaces Via, 
i = O,..., 2r-d - 1 for the Vi” to form a core of a cover of VT? 
1 This condition has been shown by Baum to be necessary and sufficient in dimension 
4 as well. The proof involves a classification of ldimensional covers of V4. 
